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HGL Has made 
siGnificant proGress 

in its first six montHs 
of operations, witH 

measureabLe proGress 
in eacH area.

soCial F inanCe

tHe property was newLy 
refurbisHed and very 

cLean wHen we moved 
in and it soon feLt Like 
Home. it was a reaL HeLp 
to receive wHite Goods 

as we couLdn’t Have 
afforded tHese.

housing gateway tenant
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by 31st marcH 2015

tHrouGH reGuLar 
property inspections 

we’ve been abLe to 
maintain tHe quaLity 

of tHe properties 
tHrouGHout tHe 

tenancies and preserve 
tHe standard.
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dear shareholder,

since enfield Council agreed to establish a wholly 
owned company in February 2014, as an innovative 
response to local housing pressures, significant progress 
has been made in developing the company and this 
first annual report sets out our key achievements. 

in a context of increasing demand for housing and 
rising rental prices in the private rental sector, there 
was a pressing need to increase the supply of more 
cost effective accommodation and reduce the demand 
for temporary accommodation. too many of our local 
residents were struggling to find accommodation they 
could afford in our borough and so we aimed to take 
forward a new, innovative business model to secure 
local properties for local people. 

housing gateway limited was established in March 
2014 and i’m proud to have led the Board of directors 
in making the concept a reality. we have developed a 
successful business that is reducing enfield Council’s 
budget pressures whilst also providing good quality 
and more cost effective accommodation to some of 
the borough’s most vulnerable residents. 

in the past year we have successfully established a 
Board of directors with a wide range of expertise and 
knowledge to lead the company. despite a number of 
challenges posed by the buoyancy of the local housing 
market, the company has performed well and exceeded 
expectations with regards to financial viability. 

By 31st March 2015 we had purchased 72 
properties and had a further 53 offers accepted 
and progressing. we are committed to providing 
quality accommodation and driving up standards in 
the private rented sector, so all our properties are 
renovated in line with our lettings standard before 
we place a tenant. in our first year of operation we 
successfully enabled the Council to move 34 families 
out of temporary accommodation into good quality, 
more stable accommodation. the remaining 38 
properties were under renovation on 31st March. 

By bringing empty properties back into use we 
secured £1.8m of gla funding to improve the quality 
of these units. housing gateway has been regarded 
as an example of best practice for our approach to 
housing provision and we have received national 
recognition for our work, featuring in the guardian and 
both national tv and radio broadcasts. we have also 
provided support and advice to a number of other local 
authorities seeking to replicate enfield’s model. 

after a successful first year i am looking forward to 
working with my colleagues over the course of the 
next year to develop the company further and build on 
our portfolio of properties for local people. 

Andrew Stafford
chairperson

Foreword
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Context

over recent years, demand for housing in enfield has significantly increased, whilst at 
the same time there is more competition for supply from other London boroughs and 
variable standards of accommodation across the private rented sector. 

established in March 2014, housing gateway limited aims to improve the quality, availability and security of 
private rented sector accommodation for homeless households or those at risk of homelessness and to improve 
value for money to enfield Council by reducing reliance on expensive nightly paid accommodation. 

the company’s remit is to identify suitable properties, complete the acquisition process, undertake any necessary 
renovation to bring the properties up to the required standard and then provide ongoing property management. 

housing Context  
in enField

 the number of households in 
temporary accommodation has risen 
from 2,188 in december 2013 to 
2,764 households (9,670 people) on 
31st March 2015. this reflects an 
increase of 576 households and over 
26%. 

 in March 2015 enfield was ranked 
5th highest nationally for the 
number of households in temporary 
accommodation. 

 the number of households 
in expensive nightly paid 
accommodation has more than 
doubled to 1,150 (compared to 480 
in February 2014) with a further 78 
in B & B accommodation at 31st 
March 2015.
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the Board 
oF direCtors

we have established a board of directors with a wealth of experience across housing, 
finance and property sectors to provide strategic direction to the company and 
oversee performance. the board meets monthly and, alongside providing scrutiny to 
the performance and financial position, sets guiding principles for property acquisition 
and company operation. 

ANDREw STAFFORD – Chair

andrew has been an active local Councillor for 20 years representing edmonton; the poorest 
ward in the borough. he has also held the position of Cabinet Member for Finance for a 
total of 12 years. andrew has extensive experience on committees, such as the edmonton 
partnership initiative, which brought massive inward investment into the regeneration of 
edmonton including the rebuilding of edmonton green. prior to being a Councillor, andrew 
worked in the shipping industry for 20 years and was Finance director at an international 
container company for 10 years.

AhMET OYkENER – CaBinet MeMBer For housing and housing regeneration

ahmet has extensive knowledge of housing issues through former roles as a local authority 
officer and more recently from his role as Cabinet Member for housing and housing 
regeneration at enfield Council since 2010. through his day job as a company director he has 
developed expertise of running a successful company. ahmet is passionate about improving 
housing, particularly for the most vulnerable, and is proud to be involved in developing 
innovative responses to tackle the housing issues faced in enfield.

AChILLEAS gEORgIOU – Board direCtor

achilleas has been the deputy leader of enfield Council since 2010. previously, he has held 
positions in education, young people, environment and housing – he was chair of the housing 
scrutiny panel for a number of years. he has previous company experience as a director 
of enfield norse. achilleas brings a wealth of experience from the private, public and non-
governmental sectors to housing gateway limited.

JAMES ROLFE – manaGinG director

as director of Finance, resources and Customer services at enfield Council, James holds 
responsibility for the Council’s financial and resource management, the transformation agenda, 
corporate support services (e.g. legal, scrutiny), customer services and strategic property 
management. he is a Board director for enfield norse, leads on the Council’s commercial 
agenda, is the principal commercial adviser on the Council’s regeneration programme, and is 
the Council’s lead on the government’s welfare reform programme. James is also the lead 
officer for the Council’s equalities work, in which housing gateway plays a major part.

kERRY kYRIACOU – Board direCtor

Kerry brings with him extensive experience in both commercial and residential development. 
his background as a qualified architect and member of the royal institute of British architects 
has been paramount to the creation of well-designed homes and communities. Kerry is an 
executive Board member at affinity sutton, and is responsible for the group’s development 
and estate renewal programmes with a pipeline of over 10,000 homes, and the group’s market 
sale and shared ownership operations. Kerry brings a fresh perspective to housing gateway 
limited.

JACQUI PORRITT – Board direCtor

Jacqui has an excellent understanding of financial services and commercial development. 
developed from senior roles in a number of organisations, Jacqui brings specific expertise in 
business planning, forecasting and budgeting to housing gateway limited. she has previous 
experience as a former Board director of the social enterprise arm of a large uK charity.

SALLY MCTERNAN – Board direCtor

with thirty years’ experience in the public sector, sally started in the civil service and moved to 
local government in the mid 80’s. a varied work history has enabled her to build up extensive 
knowledge of both the challenges and the joy of serving the diverse communities that live in 
north london. senior management experience across a varied portfolio led sally to her passion 
for housing and the promotion of good quality housing solutions for all. Fourteen years later 
and with extensive experience in both the strategic development and operational management 
of housing services, sally works hard with her team to promote fairness, independence and 
housing choice as core values. as assistant director of Community housing at enfield Council, 
sally brings a strong understanding of the needs of local people to the Board, particularly in 
the context of welfare reform and the pressures of the volatile london housing market.

ASMAT hUSSAIN – CoMpany seCretary

asmat is a highly skilled local government officer and has held the post of assistant director 
of legal and governance at enfield Council since 2010. asmat is a trained solicitor and her role 
includes responsibility for the legal team and a focus on increasing transparency and public 
engagement on decision making processes at enfield Council, whilst maintaining effective 
controls and assurance. asmat is currently the Council’s Monitoring officer. 
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the board of directors provides strategic direction and leadership to the company and 
scrutinises its performance. to enable the company to operate effectively the board 
of directors has delegated decisions on the acquisition of individual properties to an 
investment committee, with input from property, finance and Housing. 

the investment Committee considers properties that have been viewed by a surveyor and makes a decision 
about whether to proceed to make an offer on the basis of the individual property business case. if the properties 
are deemed to be suitable and financially viable, the investment Committee will agree a target and maximum 
price, to provide scope for negotiation by the officers in liaison with the agents. the investment Committee is 
responsible for governing decisions on individual property purchases to manage the financial interests of housing 
gateway limited and the Council as sole shareholder. 

housing gateway limited does not have any directly employed staff and accesses professional services from the 
Council via a series of service level agreements and a housing Maintenance and Management agreement. this 
includes: property acquisition; financial management; allocations and property management; legal; management 
and; insurance. 

 

enField CounCil
(sole shareholder)

housing gateway liMited
Board oF direCtors

Ahmet 
Oykener

(Council nominated)

Achilleas 
Georgiou

(Council nominated)

Sally 
McTernan

(Council nominated)

James 
Rolfe

(Council nominated)

Andrew 
Stafford

Chair
(Council nominated)

Asmat 
Hussain

Company secretary 
(Council nominated)

Kerry 
Kyriacou

independent 
director

Jacqui 
Porritt

independent 
director

investMent 
CoMMittee

Property 
Acquisition

Management Insurance

Housing 
Management & 

Maintenance
Legal

Financial 
Management

sla’s
proFessional 

serviCes

how are we 
struCtured?

we recognise that good operational performance is integral to the success of the 
company. 

we have devised a performance framework to report 
progress on acquisitions, financial viability and costs, 
timescales for tenant placement, rent collection and 
housing management. the performance report is 
reviewed by the Board of directors on a monthly basis, 
to monitor performance against the targets and agree 
corrective action where required, providing appropriate 
scrutiny to day to day operations. the Board also holds 
responsibility for governance and risk management 
and review the risks and appropriate mitigations on a 
monthly basis.

over the course of the year, processes and procedures 
have been developed and refined to ensure these 
are fit for purpose. we have made tangible progress 
in developing operational effectiveness as a result. 
this has included a decision to amend the purchasing 
strategy from the Council purchasing properties and 
then transferring properties to the company following 
completion of the renovation work, to direct purchase 
by the company, following an analysis of costs and 
operational handoffs. this has reduced the number 
of steps in the process, eliminated duplication and 
improved timescales for placing a tenant. 

all professional services are provided by enfield 
Council, governed by a series of service level 
agreements which clearly set out the standard of 
service required. a quarterly review meeting has been 
held with the lead officer to review performance and 
make any adjustments required throughout the year. 

we are committed to be a high performing company, 
so commissioned an external six month review, 
undertaken by social Finance, to assess progress 
and identify opportunities to improve further. 
this concluded that “hgl has made significant 
progress in its first six months of operations, with 
measurable progress in each area”. Following the 
review we developed an action plan to address the 
recommendations and we implemented these during 
the second part of the year, which have had a positive 
impact on our ways of working. 

operational 
perForManCe
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overview oF 
perForManCe

 developed relationships with local estate agents

 viewed 323 properties and considered these against 
the agreed financial and suitability criteria

 purchased 72 units

 offers accepted on a further 53 properties

 offered 34 refurbished properties to local people at 
sub market rates that are affordable and comparable 
to local housing allowance

 Continue to acquire properties, focusing 
predominantly on 2, 3 and 4 beds

 developed a letting standard to guide renovations

 renovated 34 properties

 Further 38 properties under renovation

 invested £300,000 to improve the quality of 
accommodation and committed a further £450,000

 Management arrangements in place for all tenanted 
properties

 Continue to invest in improving the quality of 
our portfolio, ensuring the lettings standard is 
met prior to tenant placement

 review the condition of the stock to ensure 
necessary maintenance is undertaken

 34 families supported to move out of expensive nightly 
paid accommodation into a high quality property

 provided an alternative source of accommodation 
for the Council whilst demand for temporary 
accommodation is growing

 Continue to acquire properties that are 
available for local residents and offer value for 
money and greater security for the tenants 

 secured a more competitive interest rate than 
targeted

 secured £1.8m of gla funding to bring empty 
properties back into use

 exceeded the target yield across the portfolio

 sustained a positive cash flow and reduced the level 
of initial working capital required

 review company finances on a monthly basis

 explore opportunities to obtain external funding

 Manage the purchasing strategy to ensure that 
the target yield continues to be met

Secure local properties for local people

Set exemplary landlord standards with well 
managed and maintained accommodation

Improve value for money to Enfield Council 
by reducing the reliance on Nightly Paid 
Accommodation

Deliver a financially viable business model

whAT wE AIMED TO DO whAT wE’VE DONE OUR PRIORITIES gOINg FORwARD
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 a 24 year old female with two children under the age of two 
was made homeless after being evicted from her property. 

 she approached the Council for help finding another property 
and was placed in temporary nightly paid accommodation for 
six months before offered a housing gateway property.

 the tenant has settled well and was very pleased that the 
kitchen had a fitted cooker and that a fridge and washing 
machine was supplied. 

secure LocaL properties for LocaL peopLe

due to an increasing demand for housing across london, more boroughs are placing tenants in enfield, reducing 
the number of properties available for local residents. we aimed to directly acquire local properties that can 
provide a home for local people that they can afford.

over the course of the year we have made contact with local estate agents and developed good working 
relationships with a large number of these. in addition, we launched an online form so anyone interested in 
selling their property can contact us directly. 

Following an initial screening process we have viewed 323 properties and these have been considered by the 
investment Committee against the agreed financial and suitability criteria. of these, 238 properties were 
approved by the investment Committee and offers were made. By 31st March 2015 we had purchased 72 units 
and had offers accepted and proceeding on a further 53 properties. 

we are committed to providing quality accommodation, so all our properties are renovated to meet our lettings 
standard after acquisition. in year 1 we enabled the Council to move 34 families out of unstable temporary 
accommodation into a suitable property with a greater level of stability. the remaining 38 properties were under 
renovation and due to be available for tenants from april onwards. 

all our properties have been leased at sub market rent, comparable to local housing allowance, to ensure the 
rent is at a level the tenants can afford; reducing the risk of eviction, which is continuing to rise in the private 
rented sector. 

property 
aCquisition

i was really pleased to be offered 
the property and it has given me the 
chance to settle in a house with my 
children where we are all very happy.

Case study  1

 a 46 year old female and her 12 year old daughter became 
homeless in May 2014. they spent nine months in temporary 
nightly paid accommodation before moving into a housing 
gateway property. 

 the tenants were supplied with a new cooker and fridge at 
the start of their tenancy which they found very helpful. 

 a mother with three children was made homeless after 
being evicted. 

 the family approached the Council for support and was 
placed in temporary nightly paid accommodation in 
april 2013 for 19 months before moving into a housing 
gateway property. 

Case study  2

i am really pleased with this 
property. it is newly decorated and 
it is very close to my work, which 

has been really useful.

Case study  3

it was a real help to receive white 
goods as we couldn’t have afforded 

these. the property was newly 
refurbished and very clean when we 
moved in and it soon felt like home. 

afterbefore
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we’ve found it much easier to rent Housing Gateway properties. they are of good quality and the provision 
of white goods makes them appealing to tenants. through regular property inspections we’ve been able to 

maintain the quality of the properties throughout the tenancies and preserve the standard.

property Manager, enField CounCil

set exempLary LandLord standards witH weLL manaGed and 
maintained accommodation

the quality of accommodation and the standard of 
management are variable across the private rented sector. 
we aimed to set exemplary landlord standards to improve 
the quality of private rented accommodation in the borough, 
ensuring consistency across our portfolio. 

we have devised a letting standard which all our properties 
must meet before we place a tenant. this ensures that all 
properties meet the safety standards for housing, are in a 
reasonable state of repair, have reasonably modern facilities 
and services and have efficient heating and effective insulation. 
the renovation requirements for individual properties are 
assessed prior to purchase, so preliminary costs can be factored 
into the financial viability case for the acquisition. 

By March 2015 we had invested approximately £300,000 to 
renovate 34 properties, improving the quality of housing stock 
and ensuring residents could live in a safe environment. we 
committed a further £450,000 to renovate an additional 38 
properties. at the start of each tenancy we make provision for 
white goods to ensure that tenants have the facilities they 
need and the support to set up home and maintain this to a 
good standard in the private rented sector. 

we have appointed enfield Council as managing agents of the 
properties and set out our expectations and required standards 
in a housing Maintenance and Management agreement, 
which is reviewed on a quarterly basis. this includes property management, customer services, rent assistance, 
maintenance and caretaking. as part of this we will actively seek tenant feedback, undertake routine inspections 
and ensure that all necessary health and safety checks are carried out. 

quality oF 
aCCoMModation

value For 
Money

improve vaLue for money to enfieLd counciL by reducinG tHe 
reLiance on niGHtLy paid accommodation

at the same time as demand for housing is increasing, there has been a shift by landlords to expensive nightly 
paid accommodation. this has contributed to significant pressures on the temporary accommodation budget and 
reduced the supply of value for money accommodation for local residents. our aim was to provide an alternative 
to nightly paid accommodation in the private rented sector and therefore reduce temporary accommodation 
budget pressures. 

By 31st March 2015 we had enabled the Council to move 34 families out of expensive and unstable nightly paid 
accommodation into a suitable property that met their needs and provided a greater level of stability with a 12 
month tenancy. 

this has helped to manage the temporary accommodation budget pressures, as the Council does not need 
to provide an additional subsidy, as the rent is sub market and comparable to local housing allowance, so is 
affordable to the tenant group.

with a further 38 properties under renovation at the end of year 1 and 53 additional properties due to be 
purchased, we are successfully providing an alternative source of well-managed, quality accommodation for the 
Council, which is proving valuable in the context of increasing demand and rising costs. 

after

before
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FinanCial 
viaBility

deLiver a financiaLLy viabLe business modeL

at the outset we developed a robust financial model capturing all expected income and expenditure over a 35 
year period. we secured a loan from enfield Council to be accessed in a phased way over a five year period, with 
agreement for initial working capital to cover the early years where costs were expected to be greater than the 
rental income. 

the Board of directors has scrutinised the financial standing of the company on a monthly basis throughout 
year 1 and sought an independent review and comparison to the original business case. notwithstanding a 
requirement to establish the company and create the necessary infrastructure, coupled with challenging market 
conditions during the first year, the company has performed well.  

we have reviewed all available loans and secured a more competitive interest rate than targeted, which has had 
a positive effect on the cashflow. we continue to review the most advantageous terms for each instalment of the 
loan, to maximise value for money. 

in March 2015 we secured £1.8 million of gla empty homes funding to bring empty properties back into use 
and renovate these in line with our letting standard, which has had a positive effect on our financial model. in 
addition, on 6th april the local housing allowance increased by 4% for one and two bedroom properties and 1% 
for 3 bedroom properties, which has delivered further benefit to the company through a higher level of rental 
income than the original financial model assumed. 

in year 1 we exceeded the target yield across the portfolio. the company performed better than expected in 
relation to controlled costs, arising mainly from the lower financing costs, changes to stamp duty land tax 
calculations and grant funding, which has resulted in a positive cash flow and our working capital requirements 
have been less than anticipated. given the progress made we are expecting to generate a surplus earlier than 
expected if the pace of acquisition continues, that can be reinvested back into local services. the financial model 
does not take into account capital appreciation, which is also increasing and providing further longer term 
benefits to the company that are not currently factored in. 

overall, we have secured a steady income stream and will have acquired a significant number of assets at the 
end of the loan term, whilst at the same time, contributed to a reduction in temporary accommodation budget 
pressures and established a financially viable company performing better than anticipated when compared to the 
baseline financial model. 

we Have contributed to 
a reduction in temporary 
accommodation budGet 

pressures and estabLisHed 
a financiaLLy viabLe 

company, performinG 
better tHan anticipated 
wHen compared to tHe 

baseLine financiaL modeL.
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